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The tool was originally designed to create 2D drafting of architectural drawings and 2D and 3D computer-aided design (CAD)
for mechanical and electrical engineering applications. Some users have utilized AutoCAD for creating design for vehicle CAD
applications. AutoCAD 2017 has many features that allow users to visualize and manipulate complex designs in ways that were

previously impossible. It can be used for a variety of purposes, including visualizing design elements, creating 2D and 3D
objects, creating reports, or even for financial and marketing uses. This means that a CADDentist should not be confused with a

CADentist. What is AutoCAD? AutoCAD is a computer-aided design (CAD) and drafting software application. It is used for
architectural design, engineering design and drafting, visualization, and documentation creation. It can be used for building,

construction, and infrastructure and engineering projects. It also can be used for technical illustration, 3D modeling and
animation, CAD-related software testing, technical illustration, and engineering visualization. In addition, AutoCAD can be used
for digital industrial design for equipment, machinery, and materials for end-user industries like architecture, engineering, and
construction (AEC), automotive and motorsports, material processing, machining, computer-aided design and manufacturing
(CAD/CAM), and many more. AutoCAD stands for Autodesk® AutoCAD®. The use of AutoCAD should not be confused
with AutoDesk or AutoCAD LT. AutoCAD is used for several types of purposes including: Commercial architectural CAD

software, used for architectural design of structures such as buildings and bridges Engineering CAD software, used for
mechanical, electrical and plumbing (MEP) design of building projects Visualization software, used for rendering virtual 3D

models of buildings, landscapes, and other objects Report generation software, used for creating reports and reports for project
management, Database software, used for creating databases for project documentation 2D drafting In addition, AutoCAD can

be used to create 2D CAD drawings and schematics for 2D fabrication. For example, AutoCAD can be used to create 2D
drawings and schematics for print-ready documents for artists, graphic designers, printers, and other businesses. Top AutoCAD

features Multi-View and non
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Batch scripts AutoCAD For Windows 10 Crack comes with a number of third-party utilities for adding features and actions to
its drawing and command-line interface. These can be run as a batch script or with the graphical interface. Raster graphics

editing and publishing Users of the CAD program can output files to the bitmap Raster Graphics Interchange format (RGI).
These can be printed directly on paper or generated by a PostScript or PDF printer. They may also be read by applications
designed to read image formats or they may be distributed via FTP. Both the Windows-based CAD software and the newer

AutoCAD LT for Linux come with a number of raster image editors. AutoCAD also has a raster image editor module (RIMA)
which is an independent module available for third-party development. RIMA has several components: RIMA Server - a server
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for viewing and manipulating RIMA files, and converting RIMA to and from other image formats. RIMA Wizard - a program
to help create RIMA files RIMA Viewer - a program to view RIMA files RIMA Converter - a program to convert RIMA files

RIMA Wizard is a Windows-only application that can create RIMA files or import them from a number of file formats
including JPEG, TIFF, and PNG. Third-party vendors also provide a range of applications to view, edit, and convert RIMA

files. In June 2007, Automated Geospatial Systems released a program called Geospatial RIMA Viewer, which could read and
convert RIMA files and view them on top of various map products. In 2007, InfoSoft released a program called RIMA Viewer.
The program can view, edit, convert and print RIMA files. In 2009, MGI released its MGI RIMA Viewer, which could view,
edit, convert and print RIMA files. In October 2009, Pentagram released its RIMA Desktop Editor, which could read, create,

and save RIMA files. In June 2010, AutoCAD Outsourcing released its Autoport release of AutoCAD LT for Linux. This
software can view, edit, convert and print RIMA files. In October 2010, ERDAS released its ERDAS RIMA Viewer, which can

read and convert RIMA files. In June 2011, GIS a1d647c40b
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If you need to create a new file - Open the file in Autocad and save it as a DWG - Open the file in Autocad and import the file
as a DWG or FBX Parliament by-elections to be held in 24 February Updated The Tasmanian Government has announced a
series of by-elections for February. They are in the electorates of Lyons, Braddon, Denison, and Braddon (formerly described as
Bruce). The by-elections are scheduled for February 24, although the main party vote will be on February 8. Details of the
candidates and how they stand on key issues are as follows: Lyons The electorate of Lyons has a traditionally conservative voter
profile, and was held by the Liberal Party until Bob Brown won in 1996. It is currently held by the ALP's Don Argus. The
Liberal candidate in Lyons is Dr Terry Butler. He is a local GP and a friend of the State Opposition Leader, Will Hodgman. Dr
Butler was a finalist in the party's candidate selection for the 2016 election but lost out to Senator Bryan Green, and was then
made deputy to Senator Richard Colbeck. In the 2016 election Dr Butler received the sixth most votes in the party room and has
served in the party since 2010, when he was elected as Tasmania's representative on the National Convenor's Council. On
electoral reform Dr Butler is the only member of the Liberal Party to support change to the first-past-the-post system. Braddon
The electorate of Braddon, in South-East Tasmania, is currently held by the Liberal Party's Will Hodgman. The Labor candidate
in Braddon is Russell Lennon. Like his Liberal opponent, Mr Lennon also has a long track record in Tasmanian politics. He was
the Labor candidate in 2006 and 2011, and was re-elected to the party in 2015. In the 2016 election he was ranked 27th in the
party room. In 2012, Mr Lennon was elected president of the Tasmanian branch of the National Union of Workers. His time as
president saw a drastic increase in the membership of the union, which the branch claimed had grown by 62 per cent in the five
years he was president. Before entering state politics Mr Lennon was a boilermaker, and was elected president of the South
Launceston branch of the

What's New In AutoCAD?

Tonal color mapping: Tonal color mapping is now available for hatch, line, and area fills. Organize and customize your hatch
patterns with a wider variety of patterns and predefined configurations. (video: 2:30 min.) Markup Assist and Markup Effect
tools: Use built-in custom objects to access color, pattern, and other special attributes directly from the Markup Assist and
Markup Effect toolbars. Directly change any attribute on a custom object without creating new objects. (video: 1:22 min.)
Object library: Create new library objects such as lines, polygons, circles, ellipses, and more using the pull-down menu on the
toolbars. Add new library objects from drawing files and other applications and use the library to create new drawings or share
drawings with other users. (video: 3:35 min.) Dimensioning: Dimensioning tools work much like the dimensioning tools in
AutoCAD R2018. Easily use dimensions to change the size, layout, and alignment of drawing objects. (video: 2:07 min.)
Calculate tool: Find out if a drawing element already has the measurement data needed for a new, specified measurement. This
provides a quick way to check if a drawing element already exists in the model. (video: 2:30 min.) Subdivision tools: Use the
Subdivision feature in Autodesk Design Review to create and edit Bezier curves, Bézier splines, and NURBS. You can also
apply standard types of subdivisions and change the order of subdividing. (video: 2:52 min.) Model from scratch: Create a
model from scratch or automatically use existing geometry from a model. This tool simplifies the process of importing,
extruding, and combining existing model elements into new models. (video: 3:21 min.) Analyze, color, and measure tools: Use
tools for evaluating, analyzing, and measuring line, area, and polygon geometry. Add color to line and area fills, measure
linework, and modify linetype and lineweight. (video: 1:53 min.) Architectural Drawing: Draw floor plans and site plans. Use
arch members and change the dimension and appearance of architectural elements. You can easily view and edit architectural
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System Requirements:

Minimum System Requirements OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10, Windows Server 2008 R2 or later (32/64 bit),
Windows Server 2012 R2 or later (32/64 bit), Windows Server 2016 or later (32/64 bit). Processor: Intel or AMD RAM: 4 GB
RAM (8 GB recommended) Hard Disk: 30 GB free hard disk space (50 GB recommended) GPU: 2 GB DirectX 9 graphics
card. Supports 2 GB or later. Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c or
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